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INDUSTRY POTENTIAL OF LARGE SCALE USES FOR
PEACEFUL NCLEAR EXPLOSIVES
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ABSTRACT

The industrial potential for peaceful uses of nuclear
explosLOno is entering a citical stage of development.
Should Project Gasbuggy, an experiment to determine to
what ext t an. underground nclear explosion an stimu-
late the production of natural gas from low-permeability
formations, prove a technical or economic success, a
great stev forward will have been made. Should other exper-
iments now being considered in natural gas, oil shale,
copper, coal, water resources, underground storage, and
others, also demonstrate technical or economic advantage,
it is conceivable to expect peaceful nuclear explosion to
grow fm our current rate of one or bwo experimental shots
per year to hundreds of production explosions per year.
This growth rate could be severely restricted or reduced to
zero if public safety and environmental control cannot be
exercised.

SUMMARY

The useaf nuclear explosives has been proposed for a wide
range 0fpeaceful applications. Such use will be made only if
nuclear explosives show economic advantages over convertional
exp Jos ives.T0da te we ha ye no demonstrated economic commercial
applica tion.Unti I the experimental research program shows that
economi cuse is feasible and practical, nuclear explosives .11 be
used for research, and the total number of experiments per year
will be mall.

This paper reviews the principal proposed peaceful applications
for nuclear explosly6 s and discusses each proposed use briefly. An
est imate of future requirements for nuclear explosives is made.

Research Director, Denver Mining Research Center, U. S. Bueau of
Mines, Denver, Colorado.
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INTRODUCTION

As early as 1945 the possibility of using nuclear explosives

for peaceful purposes was a subject fo, speculation. By June, 1957,

the Plowshare Program was formally established by the Atomic Energy

Commi ss ion (AEC) for the purpose of de vL I op i ng and dernonst rat i ng

such peaceful applications. Since the frst underground experiment

in the fall of 1957, the AEC has conducted well over 200 underground

nu I ear exp I o5 i ves as w I as a sma I nber of surface crater i ng

tests .

Although the majority of these nuclear tests were defense

oriented, tey, and a few Plow5hare shots, ave all contributed data

useful in the development f peaceful applications. Tests have been

conducted n eight ock types--t.ff, salt, basalt, dolomite, granite,

rhyolite, alluvium, and sandstone-providing a wide variety of data

on many aspects of rock fracture and breakage, ground shock, and

radioactivity. This information was used in planning the apparently

successful Gasbuggy experiment in sandstone, and is the basis for

planning other Plowshare projects.

This paper will list and briefly discuss mst of the proposed

peaceful applications for nclear explosives. ft will also consider

the apparent numerical requirements of future use ad consider timing

of such needs. Technology of nuclear explosive use wiH be covered

vey briefly, since this alone is a major subject.

NUCLEAR ExrLDSIVES

Nuclear explosives are unique. They release vastly larger

quantities of energy per volume and at a rate a thousand times more

rapid than the fastest chemical explosive. Nuclear devices are

compact, being packaged in a case 7 to 14 feet long and 20 or less

inches in diameter, with enegy yelds ranging from less than I

kiloton kf) to hundreds of kilotons. The small package size permits

a nuclear eplosive to be placed more easily and at leas cost than

chemical explosives with an equal energy yield.

Nuclear explosives may be o the fission or fusion type, and

in either case can be constructed to produce within about 20 percent

of any desired yield. This permits design of projects with satisfactory

safety factors, and fairly reliable prediction of radiation, rock
breakage, and seismic otion.

All proposed peaceful uses for nuclear eplosives that will be

discussed in this paper are based upon either "crater" or "chimney"

formation. Both of these features have been well covered by other

speakers here. For our purpose we will onsider a crater a hole in

the ground surrounded by a raised lip, or rim. We will consider a

chimney a cylinder or column filled with fragmented rock and completely
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contained within the earth. Figure I shows the equence of formatio of

a nuclear explosive-created chimney, and as shown, radial fracturing

accompanies cavity formation. This radial fracturing is an important

feature for many proposed Plowshare uses. Figure 2 shows the generally

accepted profiles for nuclear crate, formation based on depth of

exploslye burial.

GENERAL PLOWSHARE APPLICATIONS

Plowshare applications, as proposed, fall into two general

classes, (1) contained explosions, and 2 cratering explosions.

Under the contained cassification we might list the follo.ing possible

uses: (a) Oil and natural gas stimulation; (b) in situ copper (and

other mineral) leaching; (c) in situ shale oil production; (d uder-

ground storage facilities for as, water, waste, and other materials;

(e) development of water resources; (f) and other uses. Under the

cratering classification we would have a general heading "Excavation,"

which would include the following: (a) Canal excavation; (b) harbor

formation; (c) ore stripping; (d) highway and railroad cuts; (e)

production of aggregate for dam construction; (f) construction of

s I i de-darns and (g) other.

In general, the use of nuclear explosives for the contained

type explosion has received more consideration recently than the
crafering type explosion because i the frmer case, adiation

problems are at a minimum and do not come into conflict with current

treaties. Let us examine in more deta I some of the contained type

uses.

Application to Natural Gas Stimulation

One promising use for an underground nuclear exp osion is aimed

at stimulating the productlon of natural gas from low-permeabi lity
formations. Currently one experiment is underway, and two others are

being planned for the very near future.

Gasbuggy is the Project or an experiment jointly sponsored by

the U. S. Government and the El Paso Natural Gas Company. A 26-kt

explosive was fired on December 0, 1967, at a depth of 4200 feet

in the Pictured Cliffs gas reservoir near Farmington, New Mexico. This

was the first experiment in the use of a nuclear explosive to stimu-

late gas production. Because this explosion was contained there was

no venting of gas or radioactivity.

Evaluation of this experiment is well aong, and pre iminary

results appear quite promising.

Dragon Trail is the Project name fr a proposed experiment to be

conducTed -aout �17 mi les southwest of Rargely, Colorado, using a 40-kt

explosive in the Mancos B formation, at a depth of 2700 feet. Because
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3 MICROSECONDS

500 MICROSECONDS

Cr 

A FEW SECONDS
TO A FEW HOURS CONFIGURATION

FIGURE I.-A Typical Sequence Of Events When A Nuclear
Explosion Is Detonated Underground.
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C. OPTIMUM BURIAL D. DEEP BURIAL

FIGURE 2.-Typical Crater Profiles Versus Depth Of Burst For Alluvium.



the Marcos 3 is a uniform gas reservoir, the results of this experiment

shou Id be of cons de rab I e a id in the eva I uati on of other reservoirs.

Proje t Ru I i son, another gas re servo i r ex per men t is proposed for

a site in western Colorado, about 13 miles southwest of the town of

Rifle. Here a thick interbedded sand and shale formation is estimated

to contain over 100 billion cubic feet of natural gas per section.

The ideal results at Rulison would be to produce a chimney
1,600 to 00 feet in height to cut the major gas-bearing strata. The

initial experiment probably will not produce a chimney of this height,

but future experiments would attempt to achieve such a configuration.

If nuclear explosive stimulation is successful, the Rulison field

will be highly productive, and a major portion of the gas in place can

be produced. More than 100 individual shots of 200 kt each may be

needed to fully develop the 60,000-acre holdings of Austral Oil

Company. Res ea rch wi I de term i ne whether se! smic effects w II permit

200-kt production shots.

Pinedale and Wasp are gas-stimulation projects being considered

for western Wyoming. For Pinedale, initial studies are underway and

actual testing may hinge on the results of Gasbuggy and Rulison, but

no planned date for this project has been set. The study of Wasp is

in its very early stages and the execution date, if any, is very

uncertain.

Application to In Situ Copper Leaching

Leaching is the process of dissolving metal values from an ore,

removing the resulting solution from the undissolved materials and

extracting the valuable constituents from the solution. Leaching of

copper ores was used as-early as 2500 B. C., and has become an important

method of producing the lower grade of ores today. Roughly 12 percent

of domestic production was derived from this method last year.

In situ leaching of ore broken by nuclear explosions has been

studied for some time and is considered to present a high potential

for use in marginal and submarginal deposits.

Project Sloop is a proposed joing Government-Kennecott Corpor-

ation in situ copper leaching experiment, near Safford, Arizona. if

successful it would, (1) eliminate the necessity of mining and handling
hugh quantities of material, 2 ncrease the nation's available

domestic copper supply by allowing the economic development of copper
ore deposits now beyond the scope o current mining techniques and

costs, and 3 permit large-scale mining operations with a minimum

disturbance to the landscape.

Project Sloop presents a high potential for development of economic

uses for nuclear explosives, and at the present rate of progress might be
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conducted in 12 to 18 months. Commercial development might require
detonation of 30 to 50 explosives of 50-kt each if seismic effects
permit.

Application to In Situ Shale Oil Production

That a nuclear underground explosion, under given conditions, wi I I
produce a chimney of broken rock has been demonstrated in tuff, granite,
alluvium, and dolomite. This feature is the basis of a proposed in situ
recovery experiment for shale o I production from the vast i I shale
deposits of Colorado.

Project Bronco experiment proposed for the Piceance Basin of
Colorado would use a 40- to 50-kt explosive to create a chimney of broken
shale some 250 or more feet in height. This chimney would then be used
as a retort vessel to recover oil by heating the shale in place.
The retorted shale oi I wuld be pumped to the surface, and additional
treatment would follow for producing gasoline, diesel oil, and other
petroleum products.

There has been a great deal of interest in Project Bronco by a
group of companies, but the execution of this project seems months in
the future. No firm estimate of potential requirements has been made,
but if all were to go well, 100 to 300 explosives of over 50-kt might
be used.

Application for Underground Storage Space

The concept of using nuclear explosions to produce underground
storage space is based upon the chimney formation technique. The open
spaces or voids in the broken rock and of the chimney would be used to
store gas, oi I water, or waste products.

Project Ket&, is an experiment proposed by the Columbia Gas
Corporation for the underground storage o natural gas in Pennsylvania.
In the planning stage, it involves the detonation of a 24-kt explosive
3,300 feet elow the surface In a thick impermeable shale formation.
It has been estimated that some 450 million standard cubic feet of gas
at 2100 psi might be stored in the nuclear-produced chimney.

This and similar storage applications appear quite attractive
under certain conditions and in certain sections of the United States.
It is estimated that between and 25 nuclear shots of this type might
occur in the next 10 to 15 years. Yields would vary, but are estimated
at about 50-kt each.

Application to Water Resources.

Nuclear explosives may prove effective in the very complex
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problem of water management. The U. S. Geological Survey 6 stat�s:
"Nuclear detonation would be no more than an aternative to-conventional
engir.eering means for managing water. Regardless of the means, nuclear
or conventional, effectiveness of a management scheme may be limited
by a hydrologic feature remote from the principal management works
(detonation site). Thus, capability and acceptability of the schel�e
can be judged only when the whole hydrologic system is known intimately
and rather widely."

It is further stated: "Effects of nuclear detonations under-
ground are relatively large in dimension and exceedingly coarse in
'finish'." Such dimension and finish mst be in scale with thickness
of strata and other dimensions of the natural environment. Precise
fitting of detonation effects to minute dmensions of the environment
is impossible. Principal side effects of dtonations--air blast (if any),
ground motion, and both prompt and residual rdiations--must be of
acceptable intensity lest nuclear detonation be socially or politically
impracticable!

Project Aquarius is a joint U. S. Government-State of Arizona
study of nuclear explosives for water management. The project has
nof reached the scheduling stage.

Use of nuclear explosives for water management is indefinite, but
it would appear that from I to experiments may be performed during the
next to 10 years. Further use is dependent on success of these
experiments.

Application to Excavation

Of the many potential applications of nuclear explosives, exca-
vation is perhaps the most obvious. Some broad uses proposed are
mining, removal of overburden, quarrying, recharge of aquifers and
waste disposal, storage of fluids, harbor excavation, canal excavation,
flood control, highway and railroad cuts, and slide dams.

Several of these proposals have received serious consideration
and study; others are in a very preliminary planning and consideration
stage. I will very briefly review those that have attracted the most
attention.

Canal Excavation

Much engineering effort has been directed toward determining the
feasibility of constructing canals by nuclear cratering. The concept
has been demonstrated on a small scale and appears feasible. The
future uses for excavation of a trans-isthmus canal is being studied

'Underlined number in parentheses refer to items in the bibliography
at the end of this report.
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and i no I ves a great number of factors, i n I ud i nq tho current Te3 -

',ran T re aty , r ad at on, a i r b I ast , and 5ei smi c hock. A de i s i on s

not pt to be ruached in the immediate future, but rsearch continues

and esults look very promisng.

Highway and Railroad Cuts

This type of ecavation which para�lels canal ecavation

research a the subject of a joint study by the Sante Fe Railroad and

the Ca I i forn a 11 i ghway Depa rtmen t .The principle of application appear�

feasible and needs only the proper site and economic condition fr
possible use.

Harper Excavation

Here again the principles involved are basically the same as for

canal or surface cut excavation. Harbor excavation (Project Chdri0t)

was studied for Alaska and is crrently of high interest n Australia.

A test excavation might be made in a year or two, but future use

appears very limited.

Overburden Removal

Overburden covering an ore deposit might e removed by either

single or multiple crateing blasts. This use has been studied and,

as expected, such use is rather limited in the rather densely opulated

United States but may be more favorable in some less densely populated

foreign areas.

Recharge of Aquifers and Waste Disposal

Either a crater or chimney would be excavated by nuclear eplosives

in a favorable geologic formation to which surface ater or waste could
be channeled for storage. This is a potential use that needs ore study.

Flood Control and Storage of Fluids

For this use either a thowout crater or subsidence crater produced

by nuclear explosives might be used to catch flood water or store

liquids. This potential usage does ot appear economic and its early

use is doubtful.

Quarrying and/or Slide Dams

For this application a nuclear explosive would e used to break

large quantities of rock. If the rock were confined to a canyon or

stream bed it might create a useful dam. Both uses have been considered

for dam construction.

All of the above proposed uses are somewhat limited at present

by the Test Ban Treaty. For those not familiar wth this Treaty, it
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hasical ly states that al I radlition produced from -e�tinq must be kept
withi h oundaries of the country Conduc inq 1he et. Because

nuclear xplosions of the excavifik y produce adiation as wel I as

air blast and seismic �hock, areas for use appear sumpwh�,f I mi fed.

W i th th i s i n m i nd , i tis not expected trial a r,pid gowth of uclear

e.p[o5ive excavation will take place. Unless sea-tevet carat 

cut, total xcavation type bJasts should number [�ss than 10 during

the next five years.

PROBLEMS IN USE (F NUCLEAR LXPLOSIVES

There are a number of hazards that must be considered where

nuclear explosives are planned. Because the purpose of this symposium

is to explore many of these in detail, I will mention only the major

hazards--radiation, air blast, and ground hock--which we might iook

at in a little more detail.

Ground Shock

In many cases the most serious problem encountered in the use of

nuclear eplosives may be the seismic ave. A large part of the energy

of both cntained and cratering explosions i carried off by the shock

wave, which travels outward from the explosion point, losing energy by

heating, crushing, and deforming the rock. Eventually the shock

pressures fall below the elastic limit of the medium and become an

elastic wave. As this elastic wave spreads concentrical ly, its arnpl i-

tude decreases rapidly with distance. When the ave reaches structures

or other habitation, it may cause cracking f plaster or other damage
if the particle velocity is high enough. Since buildings and other

structures themselves are elastic, they may respond to the seismic

wave as fee oscillators and amplify or reject the motion of the

ground. In general the larger the explosion, the further away we

may expect bui Idings and other damage to occur.

Radiation

Seeing that radiation in its numerous forms and effects are

major items of this symposium, I would be foolish to do more than

touch upon the subject.

There are two sources of radioactivity from an underground

nuclear explosion. One is the direct products of the nuclear reactions

(fission products and tritium). The second is the radionuclides induced

in the surrounding media by the neutrons that are explosion byproducts.

Where the explosion is contained, little if any of the radioactivity

escapes to the atmosphere. In the case of cratering explosions, con-

siderable radioactivity may be vented. in either case, a great deal is

known about all aSDects of the radiation problem, and continued research

is producing cleaner nuclear explosions. Thus, the future or Plowshare

looks promising.
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Air Blast

Air blast may be a serious problem in some cratering shots. The
hot gasses vented at extreme pressure may cause a high velocity blast
wave. As this blast wave traverses structures, 'he resulting differ-
ence in air pressure, acting on the separate surfaces, produces forces
that can cause structural damage. In addition to static pressures,
there are dynamic pressures resulting from the air movement accom-
panying the passage of the blast wave.

As the blast wave travels away from its source, the over-pressure
at the front steadi ly decreases and the pressure behind the front fal Is
off in a regular manner. As this progresses, structures or persons in
the vicinity experience first an over-pressure and then an under-
pressure. Obviously, the safety criteria used for a particular project
will depend on the area involved.

ECONOMICS OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVE USE

Although there may be a few cases in which costs are not important,
these will be rare indeed. There are several basic major cost items
involved in the use of nuclear explosives: Device and emplacement
costs; fielding costs, including safety; and hole-size and device
requirements. More emphasis on the economics of individual projects
will have to be developed as commercial uses for nuclear explosives
expand.

TIME SCHEDULE OF FUTURE USE

Nuclear explosives will be used commercially only if they show
economic advantages over conventional explosives. To date we have no
such demonstrated application, which eans that nuclear explosions will
be of a research nature with immediate use limited to probably less
than per year. This rate of use should continue for from 2 to 
years. Within years, it is estimated that research and testing in
natural gas stimulation and copper leaching will indicate ecoromic
feasibility. If such is the case, the use of nuclear explosives may
expand to 10 to 30 per year. This rate should grow during the coming
years (especially in gas stimulation) to possibly 100 or more explosions
per year. Growth in other areas is dependent on successful test pro-
grams that are expected to develop rather slowly. There is the poten-
tial for a few "one-shot" type uses developing within the next 10 years,
which may include harbors and canals and overburden removal and ater
management.

It is expected that commercial use of cratering-type explosions
will grow very slowly and under strict limitations. Non-cratering or
contained explosions offer the earliest and potentially the largest
field for future nuclear explosive application.
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CONCLUSION

I have very brief I y I sted and discussed those nuc I ear exp I osl ve
research projects now being conducted or planned for future consider-
ation. I have attempted to evaluate these to some extent and to
estimate the growth of nuclear explosive use for the next few years.
This projection of future use is only my own estimate; I am sure some
feel that the growth will be much more rapid, while others will feel I
am overly optimistic. Only time Will Dermit an evaluation of our
opinions. However, I again state that I feel future use depends on
demonstration of economic feasibility. Growth in use will be rather
slow and, to some extent, will be based on development of capabil-
ities to field such use.
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